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Descriptive Summary
Title: Sylvester collection
Dates: circa 1965-1989
Collection Number: 2018-05
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 15 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: Sylvester (1947-1988) was a famed Black, genderqueer, disco performer and singer-songwriter. The collection contains performance costumes, family photographs, press materials, awards, albums, and personal items such as hand-made jewelry made by Sylvester and an antique glove collection mounted in a frame.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Sylvester collection. GLBT Historical Society
Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
Sylvester (1947-1988) was a famed Black, genderqueer, disco performer and singer-songwriter. The collection contains performance costumes, family photographs, press materials, awards, albums, and personal items such as hand-made jewelry made by Sylvester and an antique glove collection mounted in a frame.
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